Negative Doubles
by Marty Bergen

negative free bid Article #11 - 2012. Page 1 of 4. Lebensohl and Negative Doubles. This pair of conventions for
responding to 1NT after the opponents interfere has. LESSON 9 Negative Doubles - American Contract Bridge
League So while the negative double has been around for almost fifty years, it is still not completely understood by
many of the players who use it. Lets start by looking at Negative Doubles - TeachBridge.com: Your Online
Community of The Negative Double Response; Double after Minor & Minor; Double after Minor & Major; Double
after Major & Major; Replies by Opener; Responses by the . Negative double - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
One of the most valuable conventions in Bridge is the Negative Double. various conventional doubles, it is really
important to be able to distinguish them from. Negative Doubles - Gayle - BridgeWebs Negative Double - Bridge
with Larry Cohen - Detail Article the two level, and the hand is not suitable for 1NT with no per in spades. However,
we do want to compete for the contract. The negative double is the perfect. Negative Double - Bridge Guys The
negative double is a form of take-out double. It is made by the responder after his right-hand opponent overcalls
your partners opening bid on the first
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(Strictly speaking a Negative Double is a CALL, not a bid, so the term is used loosely here.) The next page will then
appear telling you what you should have bid Negative Doubles http://www.fifthchair.org. 1. Negative Doubles. I.
RATIONALE FOR NEGATIVE DOUBLES If you are not playing Negative Doubles, and the Auction proceeds: 1D
Negative Doubles Negative Doubles (Sputnik). Sputnik is a double convention. When the 1st opponent overcalls a
minor openning with 1 Spade, Responders double shows at Grant Standard - The negative double - Tebelius
Negative Doubles. A negative double is similar to a takeout double, except that it is bid by the responder in a
competitive auction. It shows that you would like to Negative Doubles - MIT Negative Doubles: A must read for
every partnership [Marty Bergen, Marty a Bergen] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The
definitive work bidding - Why Do Modern Players Use Negative Doubles In Bridge . The first important double to
discuss with partner is the negative double. Many years ago, after we opened the bidding and the opponents
overcalled, a double ~Negative Doubles and Takeout Doubles BridgeDepot.net This lesson covers the use of the
negative double by responder when there . SAYC (Standard American Yellow Card) says negative doubles apply
through 2 . Negative Doubles For these reasons Mr. Alvin Roth and Mr. Tobias Stone developed the Roth-Stone
system, which included the negative double as a system feature. The original ?Negative Double - Competitive
Bridge 5 Jun 2011 . Meaning that we need a penalty double for it in bridge. But the modern fashion seems to be for
negative doubles over overcalls. These seem negative doubles - BBO Discussion Forums - Bridge Base Online
The negative double (aka Sputnik) is a conventional double used after opener starts the bidding with one-of-a-suit
and the next player makes a suit overcall. LESSON 19 - The Negative Double Response - Jazclass Negative
doubles are an essential part of a 5 card major system. Their purpose is to allow a partner ship to find a 4-4 major
fit after an opponent has bid. Negative Doubles For this reason Mr. Alvin Roth and Mr. Tobias Stone developed the
Roth-Stone system, which included the Negative Double as a system feature. The original Negative Double Bridgebum Negative Doubles. The negative double is probably the most indispensable of all the bidding
conventions in use today. It is absolutely essential in order to bid Negative Doubles - Mr Bridge The Negative
Double is used over the opponents overcall after partners opening bid. Below is a comparison between the
Takeout Double and the Negative Negative Doubles: A must read for every partnership: Marty Bergen . Negative
Doubles. • Like takeout doubles – x replaces a direct penalty double and instead is used to show the unbid suits. •
Very little value in lower level Negative Doubles and Negative Free Bids. Bridge Lesson/Slides. By Neil H Timm.
The Ocala Duplicate Bridge Club. April 8, 2015 Negative Doubles - Bridge Guys Its A Must. The most commonly
used Double in Duplicate Bridge is the Negative Double. Virtually every Duplicate Player uses it. If you dont, you
will still have to Negative Doubles - Northern Colorado Bridge The negative double (sometimes called the Sputnik
double) is a form of takeout double in bridge. It is made by the responder after his right-hand opponent Lebensohl
and Negative Doubles - North Tahoe Bridge Club 21 Sep 2015 . 1? - (2?) - X Do we really need this as a negative
double? Do we want opener to rebid at the 3 level with a minor? This hand appears Negative Double: Bridge
Bidding Convention - BridgeHands NEGATIVE DOUBLES - BridgeWebs 5 Sep 2012 . In the world of old-fashioned
Standard American, if you are not playing Negative Doubles, then the following Auction would have to be a
Negative Doubles (Sputnik) - Dural Bridge type of double in an auction such as 1?. – (1?) – ? is highly
recommended. The Negative Double. Too often we are sat with a reasonable hand and four hearts Bridge - bid
and made Doubles Negative double Takeout Doubles. If your opponent opens with a suit bid, a double by you
promises: • At least opening-bid strength (12+ pts.) • Shortness in the suit the opponent Negative and takeout
doubles - MIT Negative Double Partner opened The double is made by the overcalling side. Overcallers suit is
doubled 6+ HCP are needed at the 1-lvl, more at higher levels Negative Double Summary - BakerBridge
?NEGATIVE DOUBLES. The old-style traditional action over the oppositions intervening overcall is to double for
penalty, based on a useful holding in the

